As part of our search for young M dwarfs within 25 pc, we acquired highresolution spectra of 185 low-mass stars compiled by the NStars project that have strong X-ray emission. By cross-correlating these spectra with radial velocity standard stars, we are sensitive to finding multi-lined spectroscopic binaries. We find a low-mass spectroscopic binary fraction of 16% consisting of 27 SB2s, 2 SB3s and 1 SB4, increasing the number of known low-mass SBs by 50% and proving that strong X-ray emission is an extremely efficient way to find M-dwarf SBs. WASP photometry of 23 of these systems revealed two low-mass EBs, bringing the count of known M dwarf EBs to 15. BD -22 5866, the SB4, is fully described in Shkolnik et al. (2008) and CCDM J04404+3127 B consists of a two mid-M stars orbiting each other every 2.048 days. WASP also provided rotation periods for 12 systems, and in the cases where the synchronization time scales are short, we used P rot to determine the true orbital parameters. For those with no P rot , we use differential radial velocities to set upper limits on orbital periods and semi-major axes. More than half of our sample has near-equal-mass components (q > 0.8). This is expected since our sample is biased towards tight orbits where saturated X-ray emission is due to tidal spin-up rather than stellar youth. Increasing the samples of M dwarf SBs and EBs is extremely valuable in setting constraints on current theories of stellar multiplicity and evolution scenarios for low-mass multiple systems.
Introduction
The multiplicity of stars is an important constraint of star formation theories as most stars form as part of a binary or higher-order multiple system (e.g. Halbwachs et al. 2003; Bate 2009 ). Moreover, double-(or multi-) lined spectroscopic binaries (SBs) allow precise determination of dynamical properties including the mass ratio. The analysis of photometric and spectroscopic data of eclipsing binaries (EBs) provides radii, temperatures, luminosities and masses, arguably the most important stellar parameter, for two stars with same age and metallicity (Lastennet & Valls-Gabaud 2002) making them vital in calibrating stellar evolutionary models.
M dwarf EBs are particularly important since the radii of active M dwarfs are known to be 10-15% larger than existing models predict (López-Morales & Ribas 2005; Lopez-Morales et al. 2006; Torres et al. 2009 ). This discrepancy is thought to be caused by magnetic fields on active M dwarfs which inhibit convection (López-Morales 2007; Chabrier et al. 2007 ) and/or missing opacity sources in the models (Berger et al. 2006) . Further study of the problem requires the identification and detailed study of more M dwarf EBs with a range of properties (e.g. masses, activity levels, metallicities, ages).
Though M dwarfs are ubiquitous in the Galaxy, composing 75% of known stars , their intrinsic faintness makes them difficult and costly to observe, and thus the multiplicity of M dwarfs has been a challenge to measure. A binary fraction of 57% has been well established for G dwarfs (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991) , and there is clear consensus that the binary fraction of M dwarfs is significantly less than that. Published values range from 25% (Leinert et al. 1997 ) to 42% (Fischer & Marcy 1992) with the largest uncertainties likely due to incompleteness corrections. In addition to supplying key constraints for star formation theories, completing the M dwarf binary census of the solar neighborhood, which to date, is (near)-complete out to only 9 pc (Delfosse et al. 2004) , is yet another goal in finding the nearby low-mass SBs. Delfosse et al. (2004) presented what may be the most complete statistical study of M dwarfs, including both spectroscopic and visual binaries. They conclude a binary fraction of 26 ± 3% and that for M dwarfs, as for G dwarfs, the mass ratio (q = M B /M A ) distribution is a function of orbital period with most shorter period binaries having near equal component masses, while wide binaries (P orb >50 days) have a flat q distribution. The different distribution in the two samples may point to two distinct formation mechanisms, one for long-period and one for short-period orbits.
Here we report on 30 low-mass SBs detected from 185 X-ray-selected M dwarfs in the solar neighborhood. Six of the targets were included in the Gliese catalog of which only one was previously detected to be a SB. Prior to this work, 46 M dwarf SBs were published in the literature (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991; Delfosse et al. 1999; Fischer & Marcy 1992) with an additional 13 low-mass EBs (Shkolnik et al. 2008 and references therein and Blake et al. 2008 ). Thus our work increases the known sample of SBs by 50%.
We also searched the WASP photometric database in which we found 2 EBs and measured rotation periods of 12 binaries. Though rotation periods of single stars are important age indicators (e.g. Barnes 2007 ), for short-period binaries, where tidal locking is almost certain, the rotation periods offer true orbital periods instead.
Sample Selection
The original science goals of the X-ray-selected sample was to search for the youngest M dwarfs within 25 pc to identify the best possible stellar targets for direct imaging searches of extrasolar planets and circumstellar disks (Shkolnik et al. 2009 ). The Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) is optimal for finding low-mass stars, since the SEDs of cool stars peak in the near-IR (e.g. Hawley et al. 2002) . However, the JHK infrared passbands provide less distinctive spectral classification of early-and mid-M dwarfs (i.e. M2-M7 dwarfs have (J −K) colors which span only 0.2 mag; Reid et al. 2007b ) impeding the photometric distance determination. Thus, in order to fully characterize a volume-limited sample of young M dwarfs, a proper motion requirement of µ >0.18 ′′ yr −1 was implemented, equivalent to a tangential velocity of 21 km s −1 at 25 pc.
We drew ≈800 targets from the NStars 20-pc census (Reid et al. , 2004 constructed from the 2MASS catalogs (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) along with the Lépine et al. (2002) and Lépine & Shara (2005) proper motion catalogs, with an additional ∼300 newly-catalogued M dwarfs that exhibit significant proper motion between the POSSI and 2MASS surveys (i.e. the Moving-M sample; Reid et al. 2007a ). Distances were available either from parallaxes or spectrophotometric relations and are limited to 25 pc from the Sun, good to 15% assuming all the stars were single and on the main-sequence (e.g., Cruz et al. 2003) . Further details of the sample selection can be found in Shkolnik et al. (2009) .
In order to characterize the youngest members of this sample, we acquired high-resolution spectra of the 185 cool dwarfs with bright X-ray luminosities. In Figure 1 we plot the fractional X-ray flux, F X /F J as a function of I −J, where F X is the empirically calibrated ROSAT X-ray flux ) using the count-rate conversion equation of Schmitt et al. (1995) , and F J is the 2MASS J-band flux. Target stars were chosen to have high X-ray emission (log(F X /F J ) > −2.5) near the saturation limit (Riaz et al. 2006 ) and comparable to or greater than the fractional luminosities of Pleiades members (120 Myr, Micela et al. 1998 ) and β Pic members (12 Myr, Torres et al. 2006 ). We measured the radial velocities (RVs) needed to determine galactic space motion and young moving group membership (Shkolnik et al., in prep.) . This process is also sensitive to finding SBs at any age, particularly those in short-period orbits where the tidal-locking forces rapid rotation producing high chromospheric and X-ray emission.
The spectra
We acquired spectra with the High ResolutionÉchelle Spectrometer (HIRES; Vogt et al. 1994 ) on the Keck I 10-m telescope and theÉchelle SpectroPolarimetric Device for the Observation of Stars (ESPaDOnS; Donati et al. 2006 ) on the Canada-France-Hawaii 3.6-m telescope, both located on the summit of Mauna Kea.
We used the 0.861 ′′ slit with HIRES to give a spectral resolution of λ/∆λ≈58,000. The detector consists of a mosaic of three 2048 x 4096 15-µm pixel CCDs, corresponding to a blue, green and red chip spanning 4900 -9200Å. To maximize the throughput near the peak of a M dwarf spectral energy distribution, we used the GG475 filter with the red crossdisperser. The data product of each exposure is a multiple-extension FITS file from which we reduced and extracted the data from each chip separately.
ESPaDOnS is fiber fed from the Cassegrain to Coudé focus where the fiber image is projected onto a Bowen-Walraven slicer at the spectrograph entrance. With a 2048×4608-pixel CCD detector, ESPaDOnS' 'star+sky' mode records the full spectrum over 40 grating orders covering 3700 to 10400Å at a spectral resolution of λ/∆λ≈68,000. The data were reduced using Libre Esprit, a fully automated reduction package provided for the instrument and described in detail by Donati et al. (1997 Donati et al. ( , 2007 .
All final spectra were of moderate S/N reaching ≈ 50 per pixel at 7000Å. Each night, spectra were also taken of an A0V standard star for telluric line correction and an early-, mid-and late-M RV standard. To search for multi-lined binaries, we cross-correlated each of 7 orders between 7000 and 9000Å of each stellar spectrum (from both instruments) with a RV standard of similar spectral type using IRAF's 1 fxcor routine (Fitzpatrick 1993). 2 We measure the RVs of each component from the gaussian peaks fitted to the cross-correlation function (CCF), taking the average of all orders, with a RMS typically less than 1 km s −1 for both instruments. The resolved CCF peaks allowed us to estimate the spectral types, and thus component masses, of the individual stars assuming a fluxweighted relation between component and integrated spectral types (Daemgen et al. 2007 ):
. Evidence for this linear relationship is presented by , which shows both the TiO and VO band depths vary linearly with SpT for stars ranging from M0 to M7. SpT int was measured from the ratio of the band indices of TiO λ7140 to TiO λ8465 defined by Slesnick et al. (2006) and calibrated with 136 M dwarfs of known SpT (Shkolnik et al. 2009 ). f A and f B were derived from the integrated "flux" of the gaussian fits to the cross-correlation peaks. An additional restriction to the spectral types of the two components is provided by ∆R, where
These two equations together produce a unique solution for the component spectral types, which are good to 0.5 subclasses or better. The integrated properties of the binary systems, including the systemic velocity γ and the corrected photometric distance, are listed in Table 1 with a histogram of the component SpTs in Figure 2 . We can estimate the mass of the components from these SpTs using the mass relationship from Reid & Hawley (2005) , which is based on the 8-pc sample of M dwarfs originally presented in Reid & Gizis (1997) . The error on the masses ranges from 10% for M0 to 40% for M6, mostly due to the error in spectral typing the two components.
WASP Photometry
We cross-correlated our sample of M dwarf SBs with the UK Wide-Angle Search for Planets (WASP) database (Pollacco et al. 2006 ) and identified 23 observed systems, of which 12 have clear rotational modulation, including 2 new EBs.
WASP is a wide-field photometric variability survey of bright stars designed to detect significant numbers of transiting gas giant planets. The survey operates two robotic telescopes, one in each hemisphere, which repeatedly observe nearly the entire visible sky every clear night. The resulting data product of the ongoing survey consists of high cadence (∼ 8 minute sampling), precise (∼ 1% r.m.s.), single-band light curves for millions of bright (V = 9 − 13) stars with spectral types that cover the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Each stellar light curve typically has several thousand photometric data points obtained over several years with typical photometric precision of 0.007 -7 mag per observing season for the above magnitude range. The stars that are observed exist in all regions of the sky except the Galactic plane due to crowding and extinction and the equatorial poles, which have yet to be surveyed. The WASP survey is the most successful transiting planet survey to date and has discovered over 20 new transiting gas giant planets (e.g. Cameron et al. 2007; Anderson et al. 2008; West et al. 2009; Hebb et al. 2009; Hellier et al. 2009 ). However, for our SB targets, we are able to detect rotational variability with an amplitude ¿ 0.01 mags.
Rotation Periods
Asymmetrically distributed starspots on the photosphere of one or more components of the binary will cause periodic brightness variations as the spots rotate in and out of view with the star. The stellar rotation period (or a harmonic) can be identified through the detection of a periodic sinusoidal variability signal. Starspots typically evolve on timescales of weeks to months which leads to changes in the amplitude and/or phase of the variability, thus we independently searched each season of photometric WASP data to maximize our chances of detecting a periodic signal.
To measure the level of periodic variability in each target, we determined the improvement in χ 2 over a flat, non-variable model (δχ 2 ) when a sine wave of the form y = a 0 + a 1 sin(ωt + a 3 ) was fit to each season of the WASP data phase-folded at a set of trial periods, P rot = 2π/ω. Periods between 0.2-30 days were searched. The statistic, δχ 2 /χ 2 best (Zechmeister & Kürster 2009), where χ 2 best is the χ 2 with respect to the best fitting sinusoidal model, was used to distinguish genuine variability in each light curve. Our sensitivity to the period detection is different for each object, but in general, we can detect a sinusoidal signal with an amplitude of > 5 mmag and a period, P rot < 30 days.
Twelve of the 23 M dwarf SBs with WASP data
3 show periodic sinusoidal variability in at least one season of WASP data. These are listed in Table 3 and their phase-folded light curves are shown in Figure 4 . We note that four of the systems have multiple seasons of data in which the same or a similar period is detected which provides additional confirmation of the period detection. No variability is seen in the remaining 11 targets for which we have time-series data (Table 4) . In both tables, we first list the target and the number of data points available in each season as well as the HJD of the starting and ending dates for the light curve. We also list the value of the δχ 2 /χ 2 best statistic for the highest peak in the periodogram. All the positive detections have δχ 2 /χ 2 best ≥ 0.29 and the non-detections typically have δχ 2 /χ 2 best < 0.15. For the positive detections, we also list the rotation period and the amplitude of the variability.
Low-mass eclipsing binaries
In addition to discovering transiting extrasolar planets, the time-series photometry obtained through the WASP survey is an excellent data set for identifying eclipsing binary stars. Therefore, we searched the WASP light curves of the SB sample for periodic eclipses. We employed the WASP implementation of the box-least squares (BLS) algorithm (Kovács et al. 2002; Collier Cameron et al. 2006) which is designed to detect square-shaped dips in brightness in an otherwise flat light curve. The BLS algorithm is efficient at detecting both transiting planets (Tingley 2003) and EBs (Hartman et al. 2009 ). We searched periods between 0.5-10 days and detected two eclipsing binaries. BD -22 5866 is a late-type quadruple system composed of two binary pairs (K7+K7 and M1+M2) in which the more massive binary is eclipsing with a 2.21 day period. This unique system is described in Shkolnik et al. (2008) .
The second EB we detected in the M dwarf SB sample is CCDM J04404+3127 B. The object is part of a triple system composed of the EB with a proper motion companion ∼ 15 ′′ away (CCDM J04404+3127 A). The photometry shows an eclipsing light curve for CCDM J04404+3127 (Figure 3) , but since the A and B components of the multiple system are blended in the large photometric aperture (∼ 48 ′′ ), the WASP data alone cannot determine which component is the unresolved EB.
4 However, given that CCDM J04404+3127 A does not have a ROSAT detection and the single spectrum of CCDM J04404+3127 B presented here confirms it be a spectroscopic binary, it must also be the EB. After detecting the eclipsing binary using the BLS algorithm described above, we fit a more realistic eclipsing light curve model to the combined light curve to derive an accurate ephemeris for the system. We used the JKT Eclipsing Binary Orbit Program (EBOP; Popper & Etzel 1981; Southworth et al. 2007 to derive an ephemeris of: Due to the contamination by light from CCDM J04404+3127 A, we cannot confidently report any other parameters for the system until more data is collected. However from the spectrum, the EB consists of a M4.2 and a M5.0 dwarf.
Binary Properties

Tidal Synchronization and Maximal Orbits
With a single spectroscopic observation, the difference between the radial velocity of each component (∆RV) provides an upper limit to the orbital period and semi-major axis using the stellar masses determined from the integrated fluxes (i.e. the area) of the crosscorrelation peaks. However, the added photometry of WASP can provide a true orbital period and semi-major axis if the stellar system is expected to be tidally synchronized, i.e. P orb = P rot .
The tidal synchronization time scale t sync of close-in binary systems is fairly short, e.g. less than 200 Myr for two 0.5-M ⊙ stars with P orb =5 days as calculated using Equation 6.1 of Zahn (1977). Drake et al. (1998) show that Zahn's values serve as an upper limit to the time needed to synchronize the upper envelopes of the stars and thus the time that it would take for P rot to equal P orb may be > 3 times shorter than t sync . Such time scales are comparable to the lithium depletion time scale, which ranges from 15 Myr for a M0 to 90 Myr for a M6 dwarf (Chabrier et al. 1996) . We do not detect any lithium in these stars, nor any other spectroscopic indication that the stars are young (e.g. low surface gravity and strong Hα emission), and thus the stars are almost certainly older than > 0.2 Gyr.
Of the 12 binaries with measured rotation periods, 2 have calculated t sync (using a max ) of less than 200 Myr. For these systems, we assume that the binaries are synchronized such that the observed photometric period is equal to both the rotation and orbital periods. These periods and corresponding semi-major axes are listed in Table 2 . For those stars where there is no photometric data or the photometric period is long enough such that if it were the orbital period t sync ≫ 10 Gyr, we list the maximal orbital parameters, P max and a max .
With only one ∆RV measurement, we cannot assume tidal synchronousity in those systems with short rotational periods but with long t sync . The rapid rotation of one or both of the components may be due to a young system in a wider orbit. Although we can set some lower limits on the ages of the stars using surface gravity indicies and the lack of lithium absorption, these limits are generally short compared to the spin-down rate of M dwarfs. Delfosse et al. (1998) reported that early M's spin down to 2 km s −1 or less (or P rot = 10 -15 days) by 500 Myr while late Ms take ∼1 Gyr to spin down to 2 km s −1 . These time scales are comparable to the statistical investigations of West et al. (2008) . And, given that the sample was selected for strong X-ray luminosity, we cannot rule out that our SB sample maybe indeed contain young M dwarfs in wide binary systems. However, it remains probable that all the stars in this sample will eventually be shown to be close-in, rapidly orbiting and rotating SBs.
X-ray saturation in short-period systems
At least 12 of the 30 systems have orbital periods less than 4.5 days ( Figure 5 ) clearly displaying our bias towards tidally spun-up stars. Data compiled by Riaz et al. (2006) of a large set of M dwarfs suggest that the coronal activity remains at a high level independent of SpT and age implying that rotation, not age, dominates the magnetic activity in low-mass stars.
Recently, Reiners et al. (2009) measured that in M dwarfs the surface magnetic flux also saturates, similar to the activity implying that a star with saturated levels of X-ray emission does not necessarily have a large filling factor (i.e. the whole star need not be covered with active regions). This is supported by the clear rotation periods we detect. However, there are three targets, all of which are mid-Ms, (2MASS J0808+4347, HAT 199-13890, and LSPM J2114+1254) for which there is no modulated photometric signal and yet the maximum orbital periods are quite short (< 3 days). In these cases, we suspect that the filling factor is indeed high, such that the symmetric spots do not produce any photometric variability. This is supported by spectropolarimetric observation by Morin et al. (2008) who report that a sample of 5 mid-M stars mainly host axisymmetric large-scale poloidal fields.
Mass Ratios
Past studies of SBs have somewhat crudely shown that the mass ratio q, is inversely correlated with the mass of the primary star. For solar-type stars, q peaks at about 0.2 (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991) , while Halbwachs et al. (2003) found a bimodal distribution for A to K type stars: q has a broad distribution between 0.2 and 0.7 for long orbital periods, and a strong peak with near equal-mass systems, primarily in shorter orbital period (< 100 days). For M dwarfs, Fischer & Marcy (1992) measured a flat distribution for q over all periods in a sample of visual and spectroscopic binaries. Although our range for q matches theirs (0.4 -1; Figure 6 ), more than half of our sample has q > 0.8, which is not the case in the Fischer & Marcy (1992) sample. This is expected since our sample is biased towards tight orbits where the primary selection criterion of saturated X-ray emission is due to tidal spin-up. In addition, these binaries with large q will synchronize much more quickly as t sync ∝ q −2 .
Conclusions
Of our sample of 185 X-ray bright M dwarfs, we find a low-mass, multi-lined spectroscopic binary fraction of 16%. These 30 SBs are composed of 27 SB2s, 2 SB3s and 1 SB4, increasing the number of known low-mass SBs by 50% and proving that strong X-ray emission is an extremely efficient way to find M-dwarf SBs.
To search for single-lined SBs (SB1), we observed two epochs (separated typically by 2-3 months) of 65 of the 185 targets, none of which showed a significant RV variation between visits to the level of 1 km s −1 . This implies that the single-lined binary fraction of stars with orbital periods of less than about 1.5 years in our sample is very low, less than 1.5%, and that M dwarf binaries with low mass ratios (q ≪ 1) are rare. It is possible that up to 4%
6 of the stars with a single observation are indeed double-lined SBs if the systems were in conjunction at the times of the observation. Combining this with the ≤1.5% chance of observing an SB1, there are at most a handful of undiscovered SBs in the original 185 ROSAT-selected targets, setting an upper limit of 19% to the SB fraction (with P orb 1.5 years) of our sample.
WASP photometry of 23 of these systems revealed two low-mass EBs, bringing the count of known M dwarf EBs to 15. The WASP data also provided rotation periods for 12 systems, and in the cases where the synchronization time scales are short, orbital periods and semi-major axes. This X-ray bright sample of 30 SBs is strongly biased towards high-q, tidally-synchronized binaries. In addition to being in short-period orbits, they are also relatively bright, making them excellent targets for a spectroscopic monitoring program to measure the component velocities necessary to determine the Keplerian orbital parameters for more precise mass ratios, and in the case of the eclipsing systems, the individual masses needed to test evolutionary models.
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-17 - b Photometric distances from Reid et al. ( , 2007a were corrected for the over-luminosity of the binary system. a Masses were derived from the component spectral types using data from Reid & Hawley (2005) .
b Rotation periods as observed by WASP photometry. The period uncertainty is 0.1 days.
c Pmax for 2M0008+4757 and G274-113 is 4.63 and 3.63 days, respectively.
d Observations of this ESB4 are published in Shkolnik et al. (2008) .
-22 - (Torres et al. 2006) , Pleiades members at 120 Myr (Micela et al. 1998) , field stars (Hünsch et al. 1999 ).
-25 - Over-plotted (red line) is the best fitting EBOP model. There is no detectable rotational variability in the light curve. We also note that the eclipsing binary, CCDM J04404+3127B, is blended with CCDM J04404+3127A in the WASP photometry causing the eclipse depths to appear shallower than they should. Table 3 is used to convert HJDs to phase values. The best fitting model sine curve for each target is over plotted on the phase-folded data. Note: if more than one season of WASP data exists, the one with the strongest signal is shown. 
